
Jr. Hedrick Smith 
New York Tines 
1000 Connecticut Ave., NW 
Washington, D.O. 20036 

Dear Lr. Smith, 

Ybur much-appreciated letter of the 
as he did. 

4/1e/n3 

13th tells me why ho Waldron spoke of you 

My still "undimininhed tenacity" will not be the deciding factor in whether 
do aperthing abut the appeals court decision, which has been handed down. I have 

it but have not yet reed it pending my iawyer's decision because it has been en 
enormous drain on him. We can ask for an on bench review, but that petition, under 

ordinary circumstances, has poor prospects. In th e,`the political situation 

within the court created by what I'm sure J̀im Leaar is accurate in descrebieg and 

a prejudiced decision that also is unfactual and unfaien, the prospects are even 

worse. The one thing we could hope to accomplish is making a record that right in 
the future be of interest to others. I've told Laser I'll agree in advance to what-

ever he decides. If he will file the petition, and his own work load precludes that 

for the inmediato future, I'll road and annotate the decision for him then. Reading 
it once will be more th n enough for me. 

Because it was procured on official dishonesty and beveause that has taineed 

each and every one of my MIA canes, recently I have been docenonten; this under 

oath. While the last thing I expect is a judge to find an FBI agent is a perjurer, 

I have made that case out in other and current litigation. 

Based on my not inconsiderable experience, I believe the greatest obstacle to 

use of the Act has been official mendacity. I also believe it is the basis for the 
current assaults on the het. 

The case record in the scientific testing case is so voluminous I do not believe 

that any paper will pay saw reporter for the tiee his own independent review would 
require - if any paper wanted to do a story. It would not take nearly so much time 

in the current fases.And none of the calendar calls in any of these recent oases 
was ever covered. There are at least 75 at which no repartee was ever present. 

While there was a legal question on which the court could have ruled egainet 

me in my request that theoFBI be ordered to duplicate tests the results of which it 

did not find and claimed had been destroyed, it opted an inaccurate representation 

of fact. This enabled it to clobber me more. 

So we have this situation: The FBI investigated the assassination of a Presi-

dent (which I regard as also the moat subversive of crimes), in its investigation 

it withhold essential information from the Presidential Coenission end when that 

infornatian, uncontestedly as a matter of sworn evidence, refutes the FIVE 

solution, it consigns the results of entirely non-secret testing of the most 

beeic evidence to the memory hole - after POIA request was made for it and in 
violation of law and regulations - and has the approval of the courts, which 

hold, according to an AP story in today's nail, that it ends oy long investigation. 

Frankly, I never expected anything like this. But it woe't stop ee in other 

areas, even though I've neverhad a judge who waen't, for all practical purposes in 

the III's pockets. (At disteict court level. Some of the earlier appeals decisions, 

with different panels, issued good and sometimes precedent decisions.) 

There can be a really majof story for a paper willing to make what I would 
not expect to be great effort. And that might now help the prospects of the Act. 



The Conmisaion's solution has three shots fired by Oswald, a feat nobody was 
ever able to duplicate in the time permitted. One struck in the back of the neck 
in its solution, exiting; in the front and nicking the smichonaumt tie after it 
went through the collar. A second shot missed entirely and wounded a bystander 
slightly.. The FBI's original five-volume report eliminated both of these by 
making no mention of the wound in the front of the neck or the missed shot or 
even the wo 	o aim Tague. When this became untenable it shifted to three shots, 
the first and 	tting Kennedy and Connally, respectively, and the third in 
the head end fatal. It stuck to this after the Commission reported the missed shot, 
of which the FBI did know from the first einutes. 

When I had aeindienst reeling from a sumwary jueeement I won in a different 
case I requested copier; of the F3lis own pictures of the short collar, which it 
managed not to give the Comisaion as a separate picture. He actually sent me an 
FBI original and seveal more of other pix of the shirt I requested. The FBI's 
original picture of the collar showed that it created a phony for the Commission, 
which used it, to maks it appear that the shot had gone trough the centar of the 
knot of the tie. It took the knot apert.to do this, although it is the knot that 
held the actual evidence. And hotting went through the knot anyway. There was a 
slight niok in the upper left corner as worn, caused by a ecalpol and not a shot. 
This actually is the Warren Coemission's testimony from the only doctor who saw it 
and the nurses who did it. Everybody, including all critics and the Commission, 
ignored this. I ;rot confirmation and added detail frau that doctor when I inter-
viewed him. The teal slits, not bulleteholes in the collar, do not cone close to 
coinciding, an kklii obviounlV is neonsaery if caused a a shot when it was buttoned. 
The,  also do not coincide with the nick in the tie. Neither of them. 

This is standard emergency-room prooedure, as the medical people told the 
CouraiasA.on and later me. Baden confirmed to me that the knot was retied for his 
examination for HSCA, as it is in the phony picture. But it was not tied when as 
my own lawyer I compelled the erohiveh to take pictures of it for me. (HSCA= 
House Select Committee an ksaassination.) 

Contemporaneous pictures and a number of witness show that there was a 
bullet-hole in the curbstone hit by the missed shot. It was contemporaneously 
referred to in the Dallas papers and then by the Commission:Lend the FBI itself as 
a scar, etc. The VIII ignored it, alone with the missed shot, until the Commission 
was forced to ask it to hake an examinatton. First it pretended not to be able to 
find that spot. When a photograilhic expert fro the Lab was sent down, he cot the 
contemporaneous pix, found it imeediately, en lot where there had been quite 
visible eechnnical damage to the curbstone, it was smoother, dieter in color 
yet flush with all the nOrroundine surfaces. An FBI summary I obtain° in other 
litigation states specifically that once there was this damage but it no longer 
existed the day the Lab agent had the section of curbing dug up for the Lab to test. 

Actually, the curbstone wan patichod by Nay 1964, when Jim Tague went back to 
take movien of it to show his parents. 2nd then his movies disappeared. And with 
no Commission of Fla record reporting thet he had tab= novien, he was naked about 
his pictures. 

All of this and much more is in :and is unceAtestod in the case reeerd. 

'coati of all the many pieces of film exposed by the Fa in malang spectrographic 
anRlyele, only this one, of the curbstone specimen, is missing. That did not come out 
until after a remand, when the FBI presented it as an unsworn conjecture. 

Also withheld from the Conniesion and frac, me in this litigation are pages of 
a Lab report stating that this test had results that show the smear into which the 
FBI converted the soar could have been caused by an automobile wheelyei,r;ht. In 
fact, of all the elements in a bullet, the spectrographic examination dis(Josod only 



lead and antimony, a very common mixturei. Tho "ants re ceule have been caused by 
paint, ty-eettel and eau other common substances, but not by a bullet jiler the 
lead core of c bullet, the FeIes conjecture to the Concession, presented an fact 
by the eoemiesion. 

Anyone can exemine the curbstone at the Archives and see thn difference in 
color and texture for himself. I believe that a concrete expert night be eble to 
offer an expert opinion. And there still aro tests that can be made, even though, 
an it tuened out in IZCA tentimoey, the Feel scrapped ever trace from this patch, 
whore it eppeared only on the eurface, according to the thrust of that expert 
teetieoey. iih© same expert also testificd that none of the opecimene he was g.ven 
for testing; equal their official deserintione.) 

Getting to see the collar and tie are a different natter. The DJ drew up nn 
aersament that Burke Mienhall aimed as repreeentateve of the executors of eFK's 
estate. It provided that the clothing never be displeeed, without authorization. 
I doubt if, given hie record in thin corner, "drab/eel would ap,rove that, but I 
don't know. I think that if aeyone had a chance to speak to Today, he mieht, 
especially if he spoke to his former associate Tow Sueman, who I understand is in 
private practioe. Be had been counsel for the FUIA subcoemittee when Teddy was its 
chairman. 

When I showed this picture of the caller to Robert Frazier on deposition in 
this Litigation, ee refused to give an opinion on whether of not the elite 
coincided o' whether for a bullet to have caused them they hue to. But he did 
twice testify that ha directed an exaelnation br made by a hair and fibers expert 
to make that determination. None of thin is in any of fitted record, the expert who 
did thin wan never questioned in this litigation by the FBI, and the neeeale court 
was clartent to leave the record this way end to clobber me over it. 

rie evidence perbeeiae; to the curbstone, the collar and the tie is entirely 
uncontested by the FBI in this litigation. The evi once in that what the P.I 
tested on the curbstone was to its knowledge a residue caused be any ballistics 
impact of any kind, yet it presented testimony 14 the Coueisaion treating what 
it tested as unquestioned orininnl evidence of the original inpant. It aloo is that 
the damness to the collar and tie could not have been And in fact wen not caused by 
any projectile of any kind but by a scalpel in the hands of nurses who were following 
normal procedures under the direction of the only doctor than present. 

Either in enough to end, once and for all, ell the offineel solutions to this 
terrible crime which had such terrible other consequences. And the FiI'v integrity. 

Bearing on whet the FBI would and would not do in its inveotieation ere what 
it foreclosed itself from chine is the eneloned copy of a Dallas record of the day 
of the crime. I just attached it es on exhibit in a current case, for the Dallas and 
New Orleans field office records. The cane is in its fifth year and the originak 
searalwa have not yet been made. This reeord wan never published. It shows .1:h et 
when on the day of the crime a nearby police official aevexed 1.no2trang an extremist 
of the right among possible seseecte, the report was annotated to rend, "Noe necessary 
to cover as true subject located." Thin determination to seclude all butte-read as 
aseasaens or cocapirators was made before Oswald wan oh reed. Yet thee MR? outfit wan 
by than roported to have uttered three other threats alai at JFK. 

If you or anyone ,:lee would like to look at any case records, Jim Loser, who is 
with Bud Fensterwale (276-0404) con steely them clown hero, or I cen here. I'll in2orm 
Jim with carbon. is  Also had copies of the pioturee I ref,:r to. 

of you think this might interest kr. beetles, please feel free to send him a copy. 
&gain, thanks for the nice things you said. Beet withes, Harold Weisberg 



?gip Nov Mork iEimeo 
WASHINGTON BUREAU 

1000 CONNECTICUT AVE N W 
WASHINGTON. D.0 20036 

(202) 862-0310 

HEDRICK SMITH 
CrRof WaoNnVon CovespoVent 

April 13, 1983 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, Md 2.17Q1 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 

Following up your recent letter, I wonder whether 
or not the appeals court has decided your case and whether 
or not your FOIA has been granted for the scientific 
testing in the JFK assassination. 

If that has happened, I suggest that you write to 
both me and David Jones, the National Editor of the 
New York Times, at 229 West 43rd Street, New York, NY, 
10036. 

I admire your courage in pursuing all this with 
your undiminished tenacity despite Your illness. And of 
course my heart goes out to you in all that there be 
in the medical ups and downs that you have to deal with. 

You were kind to write. 

Hedrick L. Smith 



She Netu York Matto 
WASHINGTON BUREAU 

1000 CONNECTICUT AVE.. N W 
WASHINGTON, D C 20036 

(202) 662-0310 

HEDRICK SMITH 
Ch+oi Washington Conasponoant 

April 13, 1983 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, Md 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 

Following up your recent letter, I wonder whether 
or not the appeals court has decided your case and whether 
or not your FOIA has been granted for the scientific 
testing in the JFK assassination. 

If that has happened, I suggest that you write to 
both me and David Jones, the National Editor of the 
New York Times, at 229 West 43rd Street, New York, NY, 
10036. 

I admire your courage in pursuing all this with 
your undiminished tenacity despite "our illness. And of 
course my heart goes out to you in all that there be 
in the medical ups and downs that you have to deal with. 

You were kind to write. 

• Sincerely, 

, 
rrCiZutek,L,-, 
Hedrick L. Smith 


